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Company Commitments and Policies
Some background:
As one of the oldest and most prolific silencer manufacturers in the nation, we’ve seen, learned and done a lot.
By 1999, Bowers had already made 1.67% of the silencers on the national registry. That may not sound like
much, until you consider the registry started in 1934, 65 years before that. This isn’t a hobby; we do it for a living.
Most businesses fail, including silencer businesses. Many competitors have come and gone, not necessarily
because of problems with their products. Unfortunately for their clients, it’s nearly impossible to get service on
those cans because of liability issues. We believe there is a value in buying from a manufacturer with a long time
in the business and a solid, unwavering track record of standing behind the products they have sold.
Our commitments to you:
Bowers has since grown into Bowers Group LLC, but we still stand behind every can we have ever made. We
consider it immaterial how old it is, that it may have been discontinued a decade ago by Bowers before this
company ever existed, or that you may not be the original owner. Our service goal is to get most cans out the
door and on the way back home in 1-3 working days.
When necessary, we will make parts for silencers we’ve discontinued so we can service those cans. If this is
necessary, it will take longer.
Whenever possible, we will continue to make our improvements backwards compatible and upgrades available
for a nominal fee.
We almost always answer the phone. When we can’t and you leave a number, we’ll call you back. Emails are
returned as quickly as possible, but phone is the best means of communication if you need a detailed answer.
Our service policy:
We don’t try to assign blame. Instead, we provide you with fast, courteous service.
If you shoot up the baffle stack with a bad threading job or because the can got loose, or you’ve filled it with crud
from firing countless tens of thousands of rounds through it over the years, we don’t care; we’ll be happy to fix it.
We don’t charge for parts or labor; we just ask that you enclose a check in the amount of $20 to cover our return
shipping and insurance. It’s that simple and that fair, because we really do appreciate your support.
Quality:
We make production quantities of parts accurately and consistently run-to-run, which keeps costs down. We pride
ourselves on quality machining and have extremely high standards. The photographs adequately illustrate the
technical proficiency you can expect.
Why buy from us?:
We offer consistent, excellent quality and ongoing product support at a fair price. Our products have consistently
improved over the years and we’ve always stood squarely behind them. We’ll keep working to improve our
existing products and to bring out worthy new products after we’re satisfied they’re ready. We have the track
record to demonstrate that none of this is just talk; this is how we’ve operated since day one. That’s our sales
pitch in a nutshell.
We encourage you to shoot our products side by side with any similar competing can at any price point prior to
making a purchasing decision. Use the same ammo and identical host platforms to get a fair result. If someone is
trying to sell you one of them, look carefully into both cans first to make sure they’re both dry inside, and stand in
one place while someone else fires both into the same backstop without moving from his position.
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Quiet Versatility™
Easily change the thread pitch on your silencer by changing the insert.
Versadapt™ and ATAS™ Thread Adapting Inserts: These proven systems have been standard
on all Bowers silencers for many years now.
We use a physical mount attached to the rear of the silencer tube in compliance with Federal law. The
mount is threaded internally, thus the silencer may be used with or without the thread adapting inserts.
We also have accessories available for use with both of our insert systems.
There are two form factors. The ATAS™ inserts are very small and are only used on Bowers Group
ASP .45 pistol silencers, Paradigm .22 silencers and USS .22 silencers. The Versadapt™ inserts are
significantly larger and are used on everything else. Due to the larger form factor, there are many more
thread options available among the Versadapt™ inserts. Due to the difference in size, the two systems
are not interchangeable.
Every silencer we sell comes with one insert of your choice included in the price of the can. These
thread adapting inserts are CNC crafted from billet and feature a hexagonal head so you can quickly
and easily change the thread pitch on your silencer by changing the insert. This enables you to use one
silencer on many different firearms. Our integrated systems, using our exclusive inserts, allows you to
accomplish this without using a separate aftermarket thread adapter of questionable concentricity or
thread quality and reduces the number of threaded junctions and length. This minimizes tolerance
stacking and avoids the introduction of sub-optimal parts into the precision we build into every can. All
except the most physically unique inserts are laser engraved on the face of the hex for easy
identification.
Every silencer comes with one insert included. Any order placed which includes an additional insert will
receive a free wrench ($10 when ordered separately). This is a double ended wrench; one fits the
Versadapt™ inserts, while the other fits the ATAS™ inserts. The ATAS™ end will also fit the mount and
front cap for the USS .22 silencer.
We have responded to client requests by continuously adding a variety of inserts, many of which are
most commonly used on pistols. Please keep in mind that the Vers series cans are high volume cans
engineered for heavy full auto fire using the rated cartridges, and therefore are not light enough to allow
traditional semi-automatic pistols to cycle. Thus, while it is perfectly safe to also use any of these cans
on a pistol, it will be comparatively large and the shooter should expect to operate the slide manually.
While the system is extraordinarily versatile, we are still constrained by the laws of physics.
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Vers 9 Silencers
The Bowers Group Vers 9 is our full-sized, high efficiency 9mm subgun and carbine silencer and is
rated for heavy fully automatic fire in 9mm. As with our other 9mm offerings, it is an excellent choice for
subsonic .30 caliber applications such as the .300 Blackout or Whisper.
*NEW OPTION* A Blackout option is now available. Blackout optioned Vers 9 silencers are rated
to 2200 FPS and will last a lifetime using supersonic .300 Blackout or Whisper.
This silencer is matte anodized over a tumbled finish and contains our latest, most advanced subgun
baffle stack.
It uses the Versadapt™ insert system, which allows you to change the silencer thread pitch to
accommodate a different host firearm as easily as changing the insert. One insert is included with any
silencer purchase, and they are available individually as well.
Nominal dimensions on the Vers 9 are 1.75” diameter and a length of 11.25” with most inserts. Weight
with most inserts will come in right at eighteen ounces.

It is nominally 11.25” overall and 1 ¾” diameter. It is strong and light, weighing approximately 18 oz.,
(varies depending on the selected insert).
The Bowers Group Vers 9 features the proven AIMS™ Adapter Integrating Mount System, which
comes with one Versadapt™ thread adapter of your choice. Additional inserts may be ordered
separately.
Please consider the purchase of a Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ high-temp insulating silicone silencer cover
for use with this silencer. Any of our 1.75” diameter covers are appropriate for the Vers 9. Model
GT1.75X10.5 will provide full coverage.
Model

Price

Vers 9
$535
Vers 9
$640
Blackout +$100

(with any standard insert)
(with Uzi insert)
add to above at time of order (specify in order)
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Vers 9S Silencers
The Bowers Group Vers 9S is a small, high efficiency 9mm subgun and carbine silencer, rated for
heavy fully automatic fire in 9mm. While this silencer is suitable for 9mm, it is our best selling silencer
for subsonic .30 caliber applications such as the .300 Blackout or Whisper, and will also provide
excellent service with smaller rounds such as the .380 ACP.
*NEW OPTION* A Blackout option is now available. Blackout optioned Vers 9S silencers are
rated to 2200 FPS and will last a lifetime using supersonic .300 Blackout or Whisper.

This silencer has our latest, most advanced subgun baffle stack and has a matte ceramic-based finish.
It is nominally 8.6” overall and 1 ¾” diameter. It is strong and light, weighing approximately 15 oz.,
(varies slightly depending on the selected insert).

The Bowers Group Vers 9S features the proven AIMS™ Adapter Integrating Mount System, which
comes with one Versadapt™ thread adapter of your choice. Additional inserts may be ordered
separately.
Please consider the purchase of a Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ high-temp insulating silicone silencer cover
for use with this silencer. We recommend model GT1.75X7 for the Vers 9S.
Model
Vers 9S
Vers 9S
Blackout

Price
$535
$640
+$100

(with any standard insert)
(with Uzi insert)
add to above at time of order (specify in order)
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Vers 45 Silencers
The Bowers Group Vers 45 is our .45 ACP submachine gun and carbine silencer, rated for heavy fully
automatic fire in .45 ACP. The Vers 45 features an advanced baffle stack and is quite popular with
those who want the utmost in versatility due to the larger bore size.

Trivia: Our Vers series tubes start as custom extrusions to meet our demands for precision.

This silencer is also suitable for 9mm and subsonic .30 caliber applications such as the .300 Blackout
and .300 Whisper. It is 11.25” overall and 1 ¾” diameter. It is strong and light, weighing approximately
18 oz. (varies depending on the selected insert). The matte anodizing is applied over a tumbled finish.
The Bowers Group Vers 45 features the proven AIMS™ Adapter Integrating Mount System, which
comes with one Versadapt™ thread adapter of your choice. Additional inserts may be ordered
separately.
Please consider the purchase of a Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ high-temp insulating silicone silencer cover
for use with this silencer. Any of our 1.75” diameter covers are appropriate for the Vers 45. Model
GT1.75X10.5 will provide full coverage.
Model

Price

Vers 45
Vers 45

$535
$640

(with any standard insert)
(with Uzi insert)
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VERS 458 Silencers
The Bowers Group Vers 458 is our purpose-built .458 SOCOM silencer, rated for fully automatic fire.
We’re making this for people who need a can capable of taking the pounding from a full auto .458 firing
supersonic rounds, but who don’t need the bore size of a Vers 50. It is rated to pass .460 diameter
bullets and for velocities up to 2650 Feet Per Second.

The Vers 458 is suitable for use in full auto with full power supersonic .458 SOCOM loads.
The bore size and velocity rating combine to make this an extraordinarily versatile silencer. It will also
handle most .45 Raptor loads, full power .45-70 and weak supersonic .30 caliber applications such as
light .308 Winchesters and the .300 Blackout or Whisper, down through the 6.8 Remington SPC and
6.5 Grendel. It is 11.25” overall and 1 ¾” diameter. While it will take a lot hotter loads, it will provide
superb service while doubling up as a subgun can, and give up nothing while doing so.
It is strong and light, weighing approximately 23 oz. (varies depending on the selected insert).
This silencer is also available in Red Dawn Rose at no upcharge, please specify at the time you place
your order.
The Bowers Group Vers 458 features the proven AIMS™ Adapter Integrating Mount System, which
comes with one Versadapt™ thread adapter of your choice. Additional inserts may be ordered
separately.
We have recently added the VWC .458 insert to the insert lineup. It is suitable for the Wilson Combat
.458 Socom Rapid-thread muzzle brake ONLY. Bowers Group LLC is not affiliated with Wilson Combat,
this is a product our clients have asked us to make to interface with one of their many fine products.
Please consider the purchase of a Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ high-temp insulating silicone silencer cover
for use with this silencer. Any of our 1.75” diameter covers are appropriate for the Vers 458. Model
GT1.75X10.5 will provide full coverage.
Model

Price

Vers 458
Vers 458
Vers 458

$825
$880
$930

(with any standard insert)
(with VWC .458 insert)
(with Uzi insert)
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Vers 50 Silencers
The Bowers Group Vers 50 is a .50 caliber high-efficiency silencer. The Vers 50 is designed for use
with calibers .510 and smaller up to 2200 FPS velocity. It is also suitable for any other slower rounds
that will fit through the bore. (full Power .50 Beowulf, .510 Beowulf, .50 Alaskan, .500 Smith & Wesson
Magnum, .50 Action Express, .450 Bushmaster, .458 Socom, 45/70 and too many others to list.
The Vers 50 can be ordered with an optional all-stainless baffle stack, which changes the rating to 2650
FPS. That option is available for an additional $150.
The Vers 50 comes with the AIMS™ mount and accepts the Versadapt™ series of thread adapting
inserts. One standard insert is included with your purchase. The Vers 50 is 11.25 inches long,
nominally 1 ¾ inches in diameter, weighs 20 oz. (depending upon the insert) and now comes in a
tumbled finish under matte anodizing.
We have recently added the VWC .458 insert to the insert lineup. It is suitable for the Wilson Combat
.458 Socom Rapid-thread muzzle brake ONLY. Bowers Group LLC is not affiliated with Wilson Combat,
this is a product our clients have asked us to make to interface with one of their many fine products.

Any of our 1.75” diameter covers are appropriate for the Vers 50. Model GT1.75X10.5 will provide full
coverage.
Model
Vers 50
Vers 50
Vers 50
Vers 50

Price
$725
$780
$830
+$150

(with any standard insert)
(with VWC .458 insert)
(with Uzi insert)
all stainless baffle stack, at time of order (specify in order)
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Bowers Group Accessories For Versadapt™ Inserts
Versadapt™ Thread Protector
Thread protector for the outer insert threads, for those who like leaving the inserts on their muzzles.
Model
Price
VTP
$22
Flash Hider/Brake
FHB 9, FHB 45 and FHB 50
Available in 9mm as the Model FHB 9, in .45 as Model FHB 45 and in .50 (rated to 2200 FPS) as Model
FHB 50, this addition to the AIMS™ mount family is a highly effective muzzle brake and flash hider
combination. Suitable for heavy full-auto fire with any pistol-class cartridge, it will also serve you well
on semis. Use it in conjunction with any of the standard Versadapt™ inserts sold separately (it's too
short for use with the Uzi insert).
The FHB 45 will work with rounds through .458 diameter. The FHB 50 will work with rounds through
.510 diameter and with a maximum velocity of 2200 FPS.
Nominal dimensions are 1.75” OD, 2.75” long.
Model

Price

FHB 9
FHB 45
FHB 50

$75
$75
$75

CFFS fake silencer/barrel extension
If you’re in the market for a fake silencer
or barrel extension, look no further. These
are convincing, thick-walled aluminum
replicas of a real CAC-series submachine
gun silencer. The same quality and
attention to detail goes into these as does
our real silencers. The outer profiles are
identical to a real silencer, from grooves
where the front cap and mount would
meet the tube, to the anodized finish,
precision turned exterior and laser
engraving. This unit requires the use of an
AIMS™ system insert, which you order separately to match the thread pitch on your host firearm.
These substantial units are dimensionally accurate and will also accept the Model GT1.75X7
Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ cover. The dimensions are 8.5 inches long, 1.75 inches diameter and a weight
of nineteen ounces. They are suitable for heavy full-auto fire with anything through 5.56mm NATO.
Model

Price

CFFS

$75
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Bowers Group Versadapt™ Inserts Offered Individually

We currently have 24 thread pitches in this insert size (VWC .458, EVO 3, M18X1 and M18X1.5 not shown).

Versadapt™ Inserts
Model

Price

Vers EVO 3 $45
Vers 10/45
$45
Vers 11/9
$45
Vers 11/380 $45
Vers 1/2-28 $45
Vers 1/2-32 $45
Vers 1/2-36 $45
Vers 9/16-24 $45
Vers 11/16-24 $45
Vers .578-28 $45
Vers 5/8-24 $45
Vers 5/8-32 $45
Vers 3/4-24 $45
Vers 49/64-20 $45
VM 13.5X1LH $45
VM 14X.75
$45
VM 14X1LH $45
VM 15X1
$45
VM 16X1RH $45
VM 16X1LH $45
VM 18X1
$45
VM 18X1.5
$45
VWC .458
$100
Vers Uzi
$150
Wrench
$10
VTP
$22

Common Usage

Index Point: (S)houlder (M)uzzle

CZ Evo 3 Scorpion only. Normal M18X1 available below in VM section (S)
M10/45 (7/8 x 9, only for our silencers with minimum .45 bore) (S)
M10/9 and M11/9, some TECs (3/4 X 10) (S)
M11/380 (5/8 X 11) (S)
Lage M11/9, M16 .22 kits, 10/22; the most common pitch (S)
HK Mp5 Navy (M)
Colt M16/9, also some other M16/9 uppers (S)
AC556/.22, most .40 pistols (use Vers 45 or Vers 50); Calico 9mm, utility pitch(S)
.450 Bushmaster, .458 Wilson Combat, others(S)
SIG 220 Combat Tactical .40/45, best 1911 pitch (M)
Lage M10/45, new Tromix .458 barrels, utility pitch for use on heavier barrels (S)
.458 Socoms by Rock River and older Rumore/Tromix, others (S)
.50 Beowulf, .50AE, .45 Raptor, other fat barrels with large bores (S)
.50 Beowulf by Alexander Arms, AR-Stoner (S) and (M)
HK USP/9SD, Sig MPX 9mm, Sig 226 9mms with factory threading (M)
HK Mp5/10mm Navy, HK Mp5/40 Navy (S)
AK47 variants using subsonic ammo or .22 kits; Airsoft (M)
HK Models G3, 91, 33, 93, etc. for use with .22 kits (M)
HK Mk23 SOCOM, Glock 21 Pro (use only with .45 or larger bore) (M)
HK USP Tactical (use only with .45 or larger bore) (M)
Sako TRG and some other European makers (not suitable for EVO 3)
Accuracy International and some European makers
For Wilson Combat Rapid-Thread .458 brakes only (S) NON-STANDARD
Replaces barrel nut on full size and mini Uzi (not Micro) (S) NON-STANDARD
Free with purchase of any silencer and extra insert
Versadapt™ Thread Protector, for clients who leave the inserts on their muzzles.
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ASP .45 Pistol Silencers
The ASP is the Bowers Group .45 ACP/.45 Super pistol silencer, featuring the ATAS™ interchangeable
insert system for quick and easy thread changes.
Each ASP .45 pistol silencer ships complete with a black nylon transport case with belt loop and
individual pockets for the silencer, gel, wrench and a row of pockets inside the flap to hold additional
inserts. Each silencer comes with one insert and an insert wrench. This is a double ended wrench, one
fits the ATAS™ inserts and will also fit the inserts, mount and front cap for the USS .22 silencer, while
the other fits the Versadapt™ inserts for the Bowers Vers-series silencers
The ASP is 1.5” in diameter by 7” long, and as such is one of the smallest .45 pistol silencers offered.
Weighing a scant 5 ounces, everything but the insert is aluminum to keep weight to an absolute
minimum. The finish is tumbled and matte anodized.
This silencer will provide excellent performance on the HK USP Tactical and MK23 SOCOM, on
standard-length 1911 variants, the FNP and FNX, some Sigs, the occasional carbine and even Beretta
92Fs. The ASP is intended to cycle on .45 ACP pistols using full powered ammunition and 230 grain
bullets. We recommend the brass cased CCI Blazer ammo as a budget conscious full-powered round.
The can will continue to perform well using weaker rounds and calibers, but the firearm will not cycle in
most cases due to a lack of sufficient recoil being generated by the round.
The insert system allows you to mount the ASP .45 on, and effectively suppress, a staggering array of
pistols. All of the inserts are designed to index on the muzzle except for the ½ X 28 and 5/8 X 24, which
are made to use the shoulder on the barrel.

The ASP .45 is intended to be used only as a “wet” silencer. As with all .45 pistol silencers, an ablative
is required to achieve best performance. While we provide a bottle of wire pulling gel with the ASP .45,
other ablatives may be used, if so desired.
.
Model

Price

ASP .45

$725
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Paradigm .22 LR Silencers
These wonderful little cans are very small, very high performance .22 LR silencers for pistols and rifles.
The Bowers Group Paradigm .22 silencer is machined primarily from billet aluminum and comes
standard with one included ATAS™ insert of your choice.
½ X 28 is the most common thread pitch for the .22LR. The ATAS1/2X28 meets that need. Inserts are
also available for most of the popular import .22s such as the Walther P22, G22, M&P22, PPK/S .22,
Colt/Umarex 1911/22s, GSG and Sig 1911/22s, factory threaded Sig Mosquitos and Sig P226/22 (The
Universal Wrench will work on all those pistols at the time of this writing.)
This silencer weighs in at just over 3 ounces with a 1/2X28 insert. It is nominally 1” in diameter and 5”
long. An 8” version is now offered for those who are comfortable with the additional length in order to
achieve downright stunning levels of suppression in a still-featherweight can.
The standard tube color is matte black, but you may order these with a matte Man-Genta Royal Purple,
matte Snappy Bubble Gum Pink or a matte Party Blue tube at the same price if you desire. The 8”
length is only available in black.
The Bowers Group Paradigm silencer is not intended for fully-automatic fire; it is intended to be as
small and light as we can make it and still achieve world class performance.

Model

Price

Paradigm
$395
Paradigm 8” $645
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USS User Serviceable .22 LR – 5.7X28 Silencers
The Bowers Group USS .22 (User Serviceable Silencer) is machined from billet alloy steels and comes
standard with one included ATAS™ insert of your choice. Switching threads on this world class silencer
is as quick and easy as changing out the insert.
While most US made .22s will use the ATAS1/2X28 insert, other inserts are available for most of the
popular import .22s, such as the Walther P22 and G22, M&P22, Colt/Umarex 1911/22s, GSG and Sig
1911/22s factory threaded Sig Mosquitos and P226/22. (The Universal Wrench will work on all those
pistols at the time of this writing.)
The USS silencer is also suitable for everything from .22LR, .22 magnum, both of the .17 rimfire
rounds and the FN 5.7X28mm.
Incorporating a licensed variant of Joe Gaddini’s patented Omega baffle stack, this silencer is nominally
1” in diameter and 6.4” long. It still weighs just under 8 ounces. The tube is finished in matte black.

The USS is suitable for heavy fully-automatic fire in .22 and can be disassembled by the user for
cleaning if desired. We recommend taking advantage of our service policy instead, but the choice is
yours to make. If you make the choice to clean any silencer, please use proper safety protocols to
protect yourself and your personal environment from lead contamination, inhalation and absorption.
Available separately for factory threaded Five Seven pistols are FN Thread Adapters (M10x1/2-28) by
Tornado Technologies for $40 each.
The appropriate cover for this silencer is the 1X6.
Model

Price

USS

$495
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Bowers Group Accessories For ATAS™ Inserts
ATAS™ Flash Hiders
AFH-BO
Bowers Group ATAS™ flash hiders feature five offset slots and are provided with a black oxide finish.
They are machined from 304 stainless steel billet and are threaded to accept ATAS™ inserts. These
units require the use of an ATAS™ system insert, which you order separately to match the thread pitch
on your host firearm.

They have sufficient bore diameter to safely pass a .458 projectile, yet are tough enough to stand up to
full auto fire from an 11.5” M16. They will outperform a military issue M4 flash hider in flash reduction.
Slots to fit our wrenches are milled into the body.

Model

Price

AFH-BO

$65
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Bowers Group ATAS™ Inserts Offered Individually
Model

Price Common Usage

ATAS M16X1LH
$35
HK USP Tactical .45, etc.
ATAS M16X1RH
$35
HK MK23 SOCOM, Glock 21 Pro
ATAS M13.5X1LH $35
HK USP/9SD, SigArms 226R Tactical and more
ATAS .578X28
$35
Sig 220CT 40/45, FN FNP, FN FNX, best 1911 pitch
ATAS 9/16X24
$35
9/16 X 24 (.40 and AWC-threaded 1911 barrels)
ATAS ½X28
$35
½ X 28 (most 9mm and smaller calibers) M&P15-22
ATAS P22
$35
Barrel nut on P22, M&P22, Colt/Umarex 1911/22s, PPK/S .22
ATAS Mosquito
$35
Factory threaded Sig Mosquito & P226/22
ATAS GSG1911
$35
GSG and Sig 1911/22s
ATAS 5/8X24
$35
General utility pitch
Spare Wrenches
$10
(One wrench is included with each ASP .45 Silencer.)
Universal Wrench $15
Significantly stronger wrench design with ATAS™ and Versadapt™ ends,
cuts for most popular factory .22 barrel nuts and thread protectors (P22, Mosquito, GSG, etc.)

ASP Transport Case

This transport case is standard issue with the ASP
silencer. We are now making them available to
everyone who may find them useful. This offering is
for the case alone; no accessories are included.

Model

Price

ASP CASE

$45
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Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ High-Temp Silicone Silencer Covers
An Overview
Bowers Group invented the first silicone silencer cover design years ago. Our covers are custom
extruded from high-temperature silicone. Black with some coyote brown choices, all are made with
pride in the USA. These things have seen combat service in nasty places all over the world.
Silencers can get dangerously hot fast.
More than one of us has left skin on a
hot silencer and has the scars to show
for it. Precision shooters will experience
rapid onset of severe mirage. Transition
drills will burn your legs. Silencer heat
glows brightly in IR viewers.
Hot
silencers can’t be removed, even with
expensive “quick detach” mounts. Bagtype Nomex covers will keep you and
your gear from being burned, but they
will also slip and they hold in the heat
even longer than if you had no cover. Our covers provide simple and professional solutions to all of
these problems. Protect yourself, your silencers and the rest of your gear with these covers.
They have been carefully engineered to provide
everything you need in a silencer cover; they’re nonslip, low profile, a highly effective insulator, provide IR
reduction, encourage cooling through convection by
allowing airflow under fully half of the cover and are
soft and “grippy” to the touch. You can dump a mag
through a can on
your
M16
and
unscrew it instead of
waiting ten minutes.
We have covers for
all of the most
common
silencer
sizes. If the exact length you’d like isn’t listed, buy the slightly longer
version and you can easily trim it to length with a razor blade. These
are sized for length/coefficient of friction, so you cannot cut a cover in
half and expect it to still fit correctly.
Selection: Model designations indicate the silencer diameter in
inches “X” the silencer length in inches. Thus, Model 1X5 is for
silencers one inch in diameter and the cover is five inches long. CB
indicates Coyote Brown.

Office: (503) 992-8697
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Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ High-Temp Silicone Silencer Covers

Model

Price Common Usage

1X5

$35

Fits most very short .22 silencers (1” X 5”)

1X6

$35

Fits most common, longer .22 silencers (1” X 6”)

1.375X7.5

$35

Fits Octane 9 and some others (1.375” X 7.5”)

1.375X8.5

$35

Fits Octane 45 and some others (1.375” X 8.5”)

1.375X14.5CB $45

Coyote Brown, for the U.S. Army M110 SASS (1.375” X 14.5”)

1.5X6.5

$35

Fits most short .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 6.5”)

1.5X6.5CB

$35

Coyote Brown, fits most short .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 6.5”)

1.5X7

$35

Fits most mid-length .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 7”)

1.5X7CB

$35

Coyote Brown, Mid-length .223 and .30 cover (1.5” X 7”)

1.5X8

$35

Fits slightly longer .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 8”)

1.5X8CB

$35

Coyote Brown, fits slightly longer .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 8”)

1.5X8.5

$35

Fits most longer .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 8.5”)

1.5X9.5

$35

Fits even longer .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 9.5”)

1.5X9.5CB

$35

Coyote Brown, Fits even longer .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 9.5”)

1.5X12

$45

Fits the longest .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 12”)

1.5X12CB

$45

Coyote Brown, fits the longest .223 and .30 silencers (1.5” X 12”)

1.625X8.5

$35

Fits 1.625” diameter .223 and .30 silencers (1.625” X 8.5”)

1.75X7

$35

Fits Bowers Vers series, single stage Sionics (1.75” X 7”), two stage Sionics front

1.75X8

$35

Most Bowers Vers series, AAC Titan, etc. best for Vers 9S (1.75” X 8”)

1.75X9.25CB

$45

Coyote Brown, most Bowers Vers series, AAC Titan, etc. (1.75” X 9.25”)

1.75X10.5

$45

Most Bowers Vers series, other 1.75” cans (1.75” X 10.5”)

2X12CB

$55

Coyote Brown, fits 2” diameter silencers. (2” X 12”)

Office: (503) 992-8697
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Miscellaneous Bowers Group Accessories and Services
Uzi and HK .22 Caliber Extractors
Made with pride in the USA by Bowers Group, these are product improved extractors for the Uzi .22
conversion kits. We believe this is the best extractor ever made for these kits, and are certain you will
find it superior to any OEM original part.
These are not sold as being drop-in interchangeable with HK .22
conversion extractors, but clients inform us they can readily be
fit to work.
Model

Quantity

Uzi Extractor 1-4
Uzi Extractor 5 Packs
Uzi Extractor Fifty Packs:

Price
$15
$50
$375

M16X1LH 2” Barrel Extensions
Don’t smoke your nice lights. Originally designed for the Kriss submachine guns, these extensions
have proven popular with a lot of our clients. Threaded M16X1LH internally and externally, these barrel
extensions go onto your M16X1LH threaded
muzzle, keeping muzzle blast away from
lights and providing clearance for silencers,
flash hiders and other muzzle accessories.
Crafted from stainless billet with a black oxide
finish, these extensions index on the muzzle
of the firearm. Adds 2” length.
Model

Price

BEM16X1LH $55

Office: (503) 992-8697
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Bowers Group AR15 to M16 Class 2 Drilling and Check Fixtures
Uses:
1. A check fixture to verify proper conversion hole placement prior to purchasing a converted firearm.
2. For Class 2 manufacturers to easily and accurately place the holes for factory select-fire components
into a previously semi-automatic-only weapon. They guide the drill and provide precise hole placement
so a valuable receiver is not destroyed. They’re built correctly and can be used for a one-off, used in a
production environment, or anything in between.
Clear usage instructions are provided for accurate use the first time.
Warning: Illegal manufacture of a machine gun is a felony good for ten years in prison.
Model

Price

AR15

$58

Bowers Group Vintage and Modern Silencer Retrofits
As a part of our ongoing support policy for both our dealers and end users, retrofits are available for
any vintage fixed mount CAC 9, CAC 45 or CAC 380 silencers. Retrofits consist of a complete tear
down and inspection followed by installation of AIMS™ mount for the Versadapt™ insert system and
the last CAC baffle stack made for that model/caliber. The CAC retrofit prices below include one
Versadapt™ insert and return shipping. Vers series silencer retrofits only cover the difference in baffles.
Model

Price

CAC Retrofit $175 Price with any standard insert (specify at time of order). Final CAC stack.
CAC Retrofit $280 Price with Uzi insert and the final CAC stack.
CAC Retrofit to Vers series stack: add $100 to retrofit price and specify in your order
9mm Blackout Option (includes Vers series stack): add $200 to retrofit price and specify in order
CAC 45 Retrofit to all stainless Vers stack: Add $300 to retrofit price
Vers 45 Retrofit to all stainless stack: $300
Vers 50 Retrofit to all stainless stack: $175

SIONICS-type Wipeless Silencer Conversions and Upgrades
SIONICS conversions consist of removal of the existing baffle stack and installation of a modern baffle
stack and a wipeless end cap. This service is available for SIONICS and Military Armament
Corporation, SWD, RPB, and any similar can of sufficient build quality and containing directly
interchangeable parts. We do not work on Qualified brand silencers. Converted cans come under our
service policy and are supported going forward as if we made the silencer ourselves. The price is the
same for all calibers and this service is offered for all calibers.
Model

Price

Sionics

$250

1.75” OD front tube

Note: 1.625” OD front tubes are rare. We will not work on cans with 1.625” OD front tubes without
authorization to replace the front tube. Due to the extra parts and labor, 1.625” OD front tubes will cost
an additional $125.
Office: (503) 992-8697
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Bowers Group MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rail Blanks
Nominally 6” long and made of 6061T6 aluminum alloy from our own extrusions. They’re completely
slotted and deburred. They have no holes drilled and are being offered as gunsmith ready blanks to be
used in applications for which you can’t readily find finished Picatinny rail.
We understand the specification and we have followed it precisely in the manufacture of our rails.
Unlike many rails advertised incorrectly as being to specification, we have full-width recoil lugs as the
specification requires. The full-width recoil lugs are a critical part of the specification and are what gives
properly constructed rail the intended strength when under heavy recoil. Don’t settle for less.
These are incredibly popular and we sometimes have difficulty keeping them in stock due to large
orders; please call to verify stock on these rail blanks prior to ordering.

Model

Price

6” Picatinny Rail Blank

$30

Thread Adapter, CZ EVO 3 Scorpion to 1/2 X 28
The EVO 3 has an M18X1 thread with an odd lashup, complicated by the retaining clip for the flash
hider. Simply remove the flash hider and screw on this adapter made by Bowers Group LLC in its place
to have a 1/2 X 28 thread to interface with your silencer or other muzzle device.
Crafted from 17-4PH stainless and black oxided, with wrench flats, it’s concentric and won’t crash your
silencer.
If you have one of our silencers with an AIMS™ mount, please see our Vers EVO 3 insert from our
cataloged list of Versadapt™ thread adapting inserts.
Model

Price

CZ EVO 3 Adapter

$80

Office: (503) 992-8697
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PO Box 430 Cornelius OR 97113
Phone: (503) 992-8697

Retail Order Form October 2015
Prices and product specifications are subject to change without notice

(Free Shipping via US Mail)
Silencers With Versadapt™ Insert System
Model

Price

Quantity Included Insert

Vers 9 9mm Silencers
Vers 9 With Standard Insert (choose insert)
Vers 9 With Uzi Insert
Blackout option (increases rating to 2200 FPS)

$535
$640
+$100

Specify Insert Here

Vers 9S 9mm Silencers
Vers 9S With Standard Insert (choose insert)
Vers 9S With Uzi Insert
Blackout option (increases rating to 2200 FPS)

$535
$640
+$100

Specify Insert Here

Vers 45 .45 Silencers
Vers 45 With Standard Insert (choose insert)
Vers 45 With Uzi Insert

$535
$640

Specify Insert Here

Vers 458 .458 SOCOM Silencers
Vers 458 With Standard Insert (choose insert)
Vers 458 With VWC .458 Insert
Vers 458 With Uzi Insert

$825
$880
$930

Specify Insert Here

Vers 50 .50 Silencers
Vers 50 With Standard Insert (choose insert)
Vers 50 With VWC .458 Insert
Vers 50 With Uzi Insert
Vers 50 add all stainless stack at time of order

$725
$780
$830
+$150

Specify Insert Here

Subtotal

Uzi

Uzi

Uzi

VWC .458
Uzi

VWC .458
Uzi

Silencers with ATAS™ Insert System
Model

Price

ASP .45 Pistol Silencers
ASP .45 (please specify included insert)
Paradigm .22 LR Silencers
Paradigm, Matte Black (specify included insert)
Paradigm, Matte Pink (specify included insert)
Paradigm, Matte Purple (specify included insert)
Paradigm, Matte Blue (specify included insert)
Paradigm 8”, Matte Black (specify included insert)
USS .22LR – 5.7X28mm Silencers

Quantity Included Insert

$725

Specify Insert Here

$395
$395
$395
$395
$645

Specify Insert Here

$495

Specify Insert Here

Office: (503) 992-8697
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Subtotal

Accessories for Versadapt™ Inserts
Model
VTP Thread Protector for Versadapt™ Inserts
Flash Hiders/Brakes
FHB 9
FHB 45
FHB 50 (rated to 2200 FPS)
CFFS Fake Silencers/Barrel Extensions
Wrench (Free w/purchase of any silencer and extra insert)
Universal Wrench

Price
$22

Quantity

Subtotal

$75
$75
$75
$75
$10/Free
$15

Versadapt™ Inserts Offered Individually
Model

Price

Optional Versadapt™ Inserts
Vers EVO 3
Vers 10/45
Vers 11/9
Vers 11/380
Vers 1/2-28
Vers 1/2-32
Vers 1/2-36
Vers 9/16-24
Vers 11/16-24
Vers .578-28
Vers 5/8-24
Vers 5/8-32
Vers 3/4-24
Vers 49/64-20
VM 13.5LH
VM 14X.75
VM 14X1LH
VM 15X1
VM 16X1RH
VM 16X1LH
VM 18X1
VM 18X1.5
VWC .458
(Non-Standard Insert)
Vers Uzi
(Non-Standard Insert)

Quantity

Subtotal

$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$45
$100
$150

Accessories for ATAS™ Insert System
Model

Price

Flash Hider, black oxide finish
AFH-BO Black oxide finish
Wrench (Free w/purchase of any silencer and extra insert)
Universal Wrench
ASP Case

Quantity

Subtotal

$65
$10/Free
$15
$45

Office: (503) 992-8697
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ATAS™ Inserts Offered Individually
Model

Price

Optional ATAS .45 Inserts
ATAS M16X1LH
ATAS M16X1RH
ATAS M13.5X1LH
ATAS .578X28
ATAS 9/16X24
ATAS 1/2X28
ATAS 5/8X24
ATAS P22
ATAS Mosquito
ATAS GSG1911
Spare Wrench (One is included with ASP .45 silencer)
Universal Wrench

Quantity

Subtotal

$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$10
$15

Griptastic™/SUPCOV™ High-Temp Silicone Silencer Covers
Model
Griptastic™ Silencer Covers
1x5
(1”X5”)
1x6
(1”X6”)
1.375 X 7.5
(1.375” X 7.5”)
1.375 X 8.5
(1.375” X 8.5”)
1.375X14.5CB (1.375” X 14.5”)
1.5X6.5
(1.5” X 6.5”)
1.5X6.5CB
(1.5” X 6.5”)
1.5X7
(1.5” X 7”)
1.5X7CB
(1.5” X 7”)
1.5X8
(1.5” X 8”)
1.5X8CB
(1.5” X 8”)
1.5X8.5
(1.5” X 8.5”)
1.5X9.5
(1.5” X 9.5”)
1.5X9.5CB
(1.5” X 9.5”)
1.5X12
(1.5” X 12”)
1.5X12CB
(1.5” X 12”)
1.625X8.5
(1.625” X 8.5”)
1.75X7
(1.75” X 7”)
1.75X8
(1.75” X 8”)
1.75LX9.25CB (1.75” X 9.25”)
1.75X10.5
(1.75” X 10.5”)
2X12CB
(2” X 12”)

Price

(coyote brown)
(coyote brown)
(coyote brown)
(coyote brown)

(coyote brown)
(coyote brown)

(coyote brown)
(coyote brown)

Quantity

Subtotal

$35
$35
$35
$35
$45
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$45
$45
$35
$35
$35
$45
$45
$55

Office: (503) 992-8697
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Miscellaneous Accessories and Services
Model

Price

Uzi and HK .22 Extractors
UZI Extractor Quantity 1-4 Pieces
UZI Extractor Five pack
UZI Extractor Fifty pack

$15ea
$50
$375

M16X1LH 2” Barrel Extensions
BE M16X1LH

$55

Class 2 Drilling and Check Fixtures
AR15 to M16

$58

CAC-Series Retrofits
CAC Retrofit W/Standard Insert (choose insert)
$175
CAC Retrofit Uzi Insert
$280
add $100 to above
CAC Retrofit to Vers series stack
add $200 to retrofit
9mm Blackout option Vers stack (2200 FPS)
add $300 to retrofit
CAC 45 to all stainless Vers stack (2650 FPS)
$300
Vers 45 Retrofit to all stainless stack (2650 FPS)
$175
Vers 50 Retrofit to all stainless stack (2650 FPS)
SIONICS-type Wipeless Conversions
All Calibers and Models

$250

MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny Rail Blanks
Picatinny Rail Blank

$30

CZ EVO 3 Scorpion-1/2 X 28 Thread Adapter
CZ EVO 3 Adapter

$80

Quantity

Subtotal

Included Insert
Specify Insert Here

Uzi

Order Total and Contact/Shipping Information
Total from above
(Free US Mail Shipping)
Name
Address where you can receive US Mail
Email address
Phone

We do not sell or publicize your information. If you have questions, please call. It is not an inconvenience,
it’s part of the service we offer. You may also email us at Staff@BowersGroup.com but please limit those to
simple questions not requiring detailed replies. Please include a phone number when possible.
Payment must be made at the time of order. We ship via US Mail. We prefer checks to help keep our prices
down, but accept Mastercard, Visa and Discover over the phone at no extra charge.
Thank you for your support, we appreciate your business!
Please visit us on Facebook and “like” our page! http://www.facebook.com/bowersgroup
Office: (503) 992-8697
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